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Moonstruck Volume 1: Magic To Brew
Wait, really? This is the end of the arc? No way, you can't possibly wrap this up in one issue! Julie and Selena are
in a fight! Chet doesn't have their centaur butt back! Don't tell me that horrible fox magician is getting away with
this!! These must be an action-packed 22 pages, I'll tell you that much.
Hey diddle diddle, you all know the riddle, a cow jumps over the moon... But the moon is very high in the sky.
How many attempts will it take before Cow makes her famous highflying leap?
Terrorizing its populace, Jack the Ripper has shaken London to its very core. But when Sebastian Michaelis,
singular butler of the Phantomhive house, lays bare the madman's true identity, all that is left for him to do is
eliminate the perpetrator in the name of the Queen and Phantomhive. But inhumanly efficient skills don't
guarantee victory when the opponent is just as supernaturally gifted! And though Sebastian may be able to save
Ciel from physical harm in the battle that ensues, will the young earl ever recover from the emotional scars it will
leave on his heart?
From New York Times bestselling author Grace Ellis (Lumberjanes) and artist Brittney Williams (Goldie Vance)
comes a new story about 13-year-old Lois Lane as she navigates the confusing worlds of social media and
friendship. It’s the first day of summer break in the sleepy town of Liberty View, and young Lois Lane bursts onto
the scene with what she knows is a sure-to-go-viral video channel. Okay, maybe her platform only receives two
views a week (thanks, Mom), and maybe her best friend, Kristen, isn’t quite as enthusiastic about social media,
but when Lois sets her mind on something, there’s no turning back. At the end of the week, the big neighborhood
barbecue and bike race will be the perfect backdrop to Lois and Kristen’s #friendshipchallenge video. But when
the girls find out the annual fireworks are missing, Lois doubles down on her efforts for fame, testing her
friendship in ways she couldn’t imagine. With Kristen leaving for sleepaway camp after the barbecue and a new
girl on the block taking all of Kristen’s attention, will Lois be able to find the missing fireworks, celebrate the
summer, and post the best #friendshipchallenge the internet has ever seen? Or will she have to face her
challenges IRL?
Maka is a weapon meister, determined to turn her partner, a living scythe named Soul Eater, into a powerful
death scythe - the ultimate weapon of Death himself! Charged with the task of collecting and devouring the
tainted souls of ninety-nine humans and one witch, Maka and her fellow meisters strive to master their weapons
as they face off against the bizarre and dangerous minions of the underworld. But the meisters' own personal
quirks may prove a bigger obstacle than any sultry enchantress!
A fictional and complex portrait of bestselling author Patricia Highsmith caught up in the longing that would
inspire her queer classic, The Price of Salt Flung Out of Space is an imagined portrait of the wild and complicated
figure that was infamous crime writer Patricia Highsmith. As the story opens, we meet Pat begrudgingly writing
low-brow comics. A drinker, a smoker, and a hater of life, Pat knows she can do better. Her brain churns with
images of the great novel she could and should be writing—what will eventually be Strangers on a Train (which
would later be adapted into a classic film by Alfred Hitchcock in 1951). Pat is a chronic womanizer, but she’s
ashamed of being gay, and so on the recommendation of her therapist, she enrolls in conversion therapy, where
she meets many of her future sexual conquests. This is also not just the story of a queer woman, but of a queer
artist. Written and illustrated by two heavyweights in the comics world—Grace Ellis and Hannah Templer, it’s a
comic about what it was like to write comics in the 1950s, but also about what it means to be a writer at any time
in history, struggling to find your voice. Flung Out of Space isn’t a rosy portrait of queer life, but rather an
unflinching one. Ellis’s savvy writing combines with Templer’s stunning illustrations to create a work that will
intrigue and fascinate comics fans. An afterword written by Highsmith’s authorized biographer, Joan Schenkar,
contextualizes the writer’s life with this fictional portrayal and offers insight into Highsmith’s complex legacy.
Highsmith was unapologetic but guilt-ridden, talented but self-sabotaging, magnetic but withdrawn, vicious but
hilarious. In short: She was a hell of a woman and a hell of a protagonist.
Don't miss this exclusive, original story set between seasons 3 and 4 of the hit animated series The Dragon
Prince!
Evil forces are at play in this spellbinding continuation of the USA Today bestselling Crossbreed series.
Transporting goods is part of the job, but when Keystone accepts the daunting task of moving precious cargo, the
team splits up. Raven has orders to follow, but Christian's seductive ways draw out her violent soul. Their journey
is dangerous, their enemies ruthless, and one misstep could prove fatal. When one team member mysteriously
vanishes, the rest must choose between cutting their losses in the face of chaos or seeing it through to the bitter
end. Will Keystone have the fortitude to complete the mission, or will they fall like dominoes? United they stand,
divided they fall. Begin the series with KEYSTONE. Keywords: vampires, mages, paranormal, supernatural,
shifters, wolves, romance, paranormal romance, secrets, mystery, magic, modern magic, alpha male, sexy,
brotherhood, strong woman, ghosts, psychic, sensors, tracker, bounty hunter, villains, sleuth, series, demons,
devils, swords, sorcery, daggers, spell, adventure, journey, action, hybrids, werewolves, werewolf, curse,
enchantment, castle, mercenary, rogues, assassins, kidnap, transformed, steamy, slow love story, tattoo, hunters,
dark, fantasy, raven, special powers, snarky, banter, chemistry, humor, sidekicks, series, urban fantasy, tattoo,
bikers, father, train, misfits, protectors
Through the Moon (The Dragon Prince Graphic Novel #1)
The Cow Tripped Over the Moon
Miles behind us
Moonstruck #5
Spell on Wheels
The Wicked + The Divine Vol. 1
Diablo Lake: Moonstruck
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Magical Beatdown
The Faust Act
Werewolf barista Julie and her new girlfriend go on a date to a close-up magic show, but all heck breaks loose when the magician casts a horrible
spell on their friend Chet. Now it's up to the team of mythical pals to stop the illicit illusionist before it's too late. The first chapter of the brand-new,
all-ages, magical, coffee-laden adventure from Lumberjanes creator GRACE ELLIS and talented newcomer SHAE BEAGLE.
Spring comes to the supernatural town of Blitheton, which can only mean one thing: it's time for the annual Mermaid Festival! Werewolf barista
Julie meets one of her girlfriend Selena's friends, but as per usual, things take a turn for the worst. Why does everything seem to go wrong for
Julie and Selena? Is the universe conspiring against them, or is it something more sinister? More importantly, will their relationship survive once it
starts taking on water? The third chapter of the popular, all-ages magical adventure from Lumberjanes creator GRACE ELLIS and talented
newcomer SHAE BEAGLE. Praise for MOONSTRUCK: “A real treat.” —NYLON magazine “A lush and welcoming world, brimming with
inclusivity.” —Entertainment Weekly “Like with Goldie Vance, Misfits, and Kim and Kim, I smiled through the entire reading.” —Tor.com “Jokes,
magic, LGBTQ characters, and gorgeous artwork, this series has easy appeal for fans of fantasy romance.” —Booklist, starred review “Presents
a creative way to talk about ‘otherness’ and self-acceptance… It’s really fun.” —Amy Poehler’s Smart Girls “Ludicrously pretty, enormously heartwarming; don't myth it.” —Kieron Gillen “That freshly served QPOC magic we’ve been craving.” —Black Nerd Problems “A light-hearted twist on
mythical monsters that is rooted in relatable personal dramedy.” —The Onion's AV Club “An unusual romantic comedy…a good reminder comics
are more than guys in tights.” —Uproxx
Werewolf barista Julie and her supernatural friends try to unwind at a party, but a conniving fraternity of fairy bros has other plans for our heroes.
With one of their friends trapped in the frat house and the winter solstice (a notable night of magical mischief) looming ever closer, itÕs up to the
amorous werewolves and gregarious centaur to save the day. The second chapter of the popular all-ages magical adventure from Lumberjanes
creator GRACE ELLIS and talented newcomer SHAE BEAGLE.
The highly anticipated new novel from Natalie Lloyd, the critically acclaimed, bestselling author of A Snicker of Magic!
Be careful what you wish for . . . you just might get it. That’s the trouble with spells. Portia Mullins never dreamed of grandeur, unless that
grandeur came in the form of the school’s reclusive hottie, Vance Mangum. She had no idea her feelings were reciprocated, until her entire life is
turned upside down, when she discovers she’s actually a witch. Her family’s coven has been tasked to protect the ever-elusive Vance from his
evil warlock father. Thrown into the middle of Vance’s life only strengthens Portia’s feelings for him, and before long the two of them are caught
up in a whirlwind romance as Vance teaches Portia about her strong, yet budding, powers. However, the two get so caught up in each other they
completely fail to see the threat in front of them, until it is too late. As magic releases mayhem, Portia is left with her love hanging in the balance as
she desperately tries to save Vance from the fate they always feared. With over one half million series copies sold, The Trouble with Spells is the
first installment in this ever-escalating paranormal romance series. If you love the romance of Twilight, the magic of Harry Potter, and the snarky
one liners of The Mortal Instruments, then you’re bound to enjoy this Lacey Weatherford bestselling series, Of Witches and Warlocks! Buy The
Trouble with Spells today and join the masses who are falling in love with this paranormal romance super couple!
From bestselling BRYAN LEE O MALLEY (Scott Pilgrim) and superstar newcomer LESLIE HUNG! Lottie Person is a glamorous fashion blogger
living her best lifeat least thatÍs what she wants you to think. The truth is, her friends are terrible people, her boyfriend traded her up for
someone younger, her allergies are out of control, and she may or may not have killed somebody! SNOTGIRL VOL. 1 is the perfect introduction
to one of 2016Ís most buzzed-about titles! Collects SNOTGIRL #1-5.
Daphne Walters moves to Los Angeles and finds that the only ones who can help her find love and live life to the fullest are the ghosts of her new
home! In Los Angeles, finding an apartment is killer—unless you live with the dead. Daphne Walters moves to Los Angeles for her boyfriend
Ronnie, ready to live her happily ever after. But when happily ever after turns into happily for a month, she’s stuck in a strange city with no friends,
family, or prospects for fun. Desperate to escape the lingering ghost of Ronnie’s presence everywhere, Daphne sets out to explore the city—and
ends up encountering ghosts of a more literal kind! Rycroft Manor is abandoned, beautiful, and haunted. Will the dead be able to help Daphne
find the life she’s been missing in the big city? From GLAAD Award-nominated Sina Grace (Iceman) and illustrator Siobhan Keenan (Jem and
the Holograms) comes a story about learning how to make friends, find love, and live life to the fullest with a little help from some friends whose
lives didn't end at death. Collects Ghosted In L.A #1-4.
First he’ll learn her most intimate secrets. Then he’ll arouse her deepest passions. He’s the lover she’s been waiting for: the man who can rescue
her from her wicked past–for a price–in Madeline Hunter’s tale of sin, seduction, and irresistible, impossible love. He catches her eye across the
dining room–a handsome stranger who stands out among the lewd noblemen and bawdy painted women. But their worlds are about to collide in a
way Roselyn Longworth could never have imagined. For before the night is out, she will be auctioned off to the highest bidder…and Kyle Bradwell
will lead her from one kind of hell to another. Yet from the moment he wins her, Kyle treats Rose with a gentleness she hasn’t known since a
family scandal destroyed her reputation. And when she finally learns what is really driving Kyle, it’s too late. For Rose has fallen for the man who
knows her most intimate secrets. Now he has stunned her with a proposal of marriage–the first step in a seduction that will demand nothing less
than her complete surrender.…
Soul Eater
Flung Out of Space
Brightly Woven: The Graphic Novel
Motor Crush Vol. 2
Moonstruck Volume 3: Troubled Waters
The Walking Dead
Modern Fantasy
Dream Omnibus
Grim Beginnings

When Hazel Johnson and Mari McCray met at church bingo in 1963, it was love at first sight. Forced apart by their
families and society, Hazel and Mari both married young men and had families. Decades later, now in their mid-'60s,
Hazel and Mari reunite again at a church bingo hall. Realizing their love for each other is still alive, what these
grandmothers do next takes absolute strength and courage. This Jackpot Edition contains over SIXTY PAGES of bonus
material, including the talents of MARGUERITE BENNETT (Batwoman) and newcomer BEVERLY JOHNSON, SHAWN
PRYOR (Cash and Carrie) and PAULINA GANUCHEAU (Zodiac Starforce), award-winning historical romance author
ALYSSA COLE's comics writing debut with SHAE BEAGLE (MOONSTRUCK), GAIL SIMONE (CROSSWIND) and MARGAUX
SALTEL (Superfreaks), and AMANDA DEIBERT (Wonder Woman '77) and CAT STAGGS (CROSSWIND), with illustrations
from MEGAN HUTCHINSON (ROCKSTARS) and ARIELA KRISTANTINA (InSeXts). Plus a sneak peek of BINGO LOVE, VOL. 2:
DEAR DIARY, with an afterword from GABBY RIVERA (America).
In the city of God's Helm, built ages ago under the shadow of the crystalline Sky Castle, Humans and Orcs have terrible
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Tinder hookups, Beholders and Gelatinous Cubes run Fortune 500 companies, and New Wave Dwarves wait tables at
trendy Hobgoblin bistros. A young Ranger woman who came to the city with dreams of adventure, her drug dealing
reptilian wizard roommate, and her boisterous Dwarf maiden BFF embark on a modern day quest to save the world
while struggling to keep their crappy day jobs and pay off their student loans. They are joined in this quest by a thief (a
half-Goblin sleazeball and the wizard's boyfriend), an elf (the hot actor-wannabe currently working as a waiter), a cleric
(the cute guy from down the hall and the dwarf's occasional hook-up), and a barbarian (the religious fanatic who
works in the cubicle next to the ranger).
Kate Leth and Megan Levens team up for a magical new series! Spell on Wheels! Three young witches head out on an
east coast road trip to retrieve their stolen belongings and track down the mysterious thief before he can do any
damage to--or with--their possessions. This trade paperback collects the first 5 issues of Spell on Wheels.
Every ninety years, twelve gods incarnate as humans. They are loved. They are hated. In two years, they are dead. The
team behind critical tongue-attractors like Young Avengers and PHONOGRAM reunite to create a world where gods
are the ultimate pop stars and pop stars are the ultimate gods. But remember: just because you're immortal, doesn't
mean you're going to live forever. Collects THE WICKED + THE DIVINE #1-5.
When Hazel Johnson and Mari McCray met at church bingo in 1963, it was love at first sight. Forced apart by their
families and society, Hazel and Mari both married young men and had families. Decades later, now in their mid-Í60s,
Hazel and Mari reunite again at a church bingo hall. Realizing their love for each other is still alive, what these
grandmothers do next takes absolute strength and courage. From TEE FRANKLIN (NAILBITERÍs ñTHE OUTFIT,î Love is
Love) and JENN ST-ONGE (Jem and The Misfits), BINGO LOVE is a touching story of love, family, and resiliency that
spans over 60 years.
2018 Chicago Public Library Best Books of the Year - Teen Graphic Novels Part-time grim reaper. Full-time cutie! Like
most university students, Kim works a part-time job to make ends meet. Unlike most university students, Kim's job is
pretty cool: she's a grim reaper, tasked with guiding souls into the afterlife. Like most university students, Becka has a
super intense crush. Unlike most university students, Becka's crush is on a beautiful gothic angel that frequents the
underworld. Of course, she doesn't know that. Unaware of the ghoulish drama she's about to step into, Becka finally
gathers up the courage to ask Kim on a date! But when she falls into a ghostly portal and interrupts Kim at her job, she
sets off a chain of events that will pit the two of them against angry cat-dads, vengeful zombies, and perhaps even the
underworld itself. But if they work together, they just might make it... and maybe even get a smooch in the bargain.
Don't miss the sequel, Kim Reaper: Vampire Island !
When Chris joins the staff at her local record store, she s surprised to find out that her co-workers share a secret:
they re all members of a secret fight club that take on the patriarchy and fight crime! Starry-eyed Chris has just
started the dream job every outcast kid in town wants: working at Vinyl Mayhem. It's as rad as she imagined; her boss
is BOSS, her co-workers spend their time arguing over music, pushing against the patriarchy, and endlessly trying to
form a band. When Rosie Riot, the staff's favorite singer, mysteriously vanishes the night before her band s show,
Chris discovers her co-workers are doing more than just sorting vinyl . . . Her local indie record store is also a front for a
teen girl vigilante fight club! Follow writer Carly Usdin (director of Suicide Kale) and artist Nina Vakueva (Lilith s
World) into Heavy Vinyl, where they deliver a rock and roll tale of intrigue and boundless friendship.
Standing before a jury of nine gods, Amarosa pleads for a chance to risk her life and gain entry to the Wishing Well
where she will fight her way through nine trials to claim her prize: a single wish that will save her terminally ill brother.
Though she has some help, what she learns about herself here in the first four trials may be her only chance of survival.
Collects the first four issues of this critically acclaimed series.
Bingo Love Volume 1: Jackpot Edition
Lumberjanes Vol. 14
Motor Crush Vol. 1
Ghosted in L.A. Vol. 1
The Trouble with Spells
Bingo Love Ogn
Moonstruck Vol. 1: Magic To Brew
Over the Moon
Sheets
"For days after reading Brenna Thummler's Sheets I have been wandering my neighborhood, haunted,
enchanted, and in need of freshly pressed clothing." —Lemony Snicket Marjorie Glatt feels like a ghost. A
practical thirteen-year-old in charge of the family laundry business, her daily routine features unforgiving
customers, unbearable P.E. classes, and the fastidious Mr. Saubertuck who is committed to destroying
everything she’s worked for. Wendell is a ghost. A boy who lost his life much too young, his daily routine
features ineffective death therapy, a sheet-dependent identity, and a dangerous need to seek purpose in the
forbidden human world. When their worlds collide, Marjorie is confronted by unexplainable disasters as
Wendell transforms Glatt’s Laundry into his midnight playground, appearing as a mere sheet during the day.
While Wendell attempts to create a new afterlife for himself, he unknowingly sabotages the life that Marjorie
is struggling to maintain. Sheets illustrates the determination of a young girl to fight, even when all parts of
her world seem to be conspiring against her. It proves that second chances are possible whether life feels
over or life is over. But above all, it is a story of the forgiveness and unlikely friendship that can only
transpire inside a haunted laundromat.
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#1 New York Times best-selling author Alexandra Bracken reimagines and expands her magical debut novel
as an exciting new graphic novel.
They're an elite group of teenage girls with magical powers who have sworn to protect our planet against
dark creatures . . . as long as they can get out of class! Known as the Zodiac Starforce, these high-school
girls aren't just combating math tests. They're also battling monsters--not your typical afterschool activity!
But when an evil force from another dimension infects team leader Emma, she must work with her team of
magically powered friends to save herself--and the world--from the evil Diana and her mean-girl minions!
From Kevin Panetta (Bravest Warriors) and Paulina Ganucheau (TMNT: New Animated Adventures, Bravest
Warriors), this super-fun and heartfelt story of growing up and friendship--with plenty of magical-girl
fighting action--delivers the most exciting new ensemble cast in comics! Collects Zodiac Starforce #1-#4
Spring comes to the supernatural town of Blitheton, which can only mean one thing: It's time for the annual
mermaid festival! Werewolf barista Julie meets one of her girlfriend Selena's friends, but as per usual, things
take a turn for the worst. Why does everything seem to go wrong for Julie and Selena? Is the universe
conspiring against them, or is it something more sinister? More importantly, will their relationship survive
once it starts taking on water? The third chapter of the popular, all-ages magical adventure from
Lumberjanes creator GRACE ELLIS and talented newcomer SHAE BEAGLE.
The team behind the critically acclaimed revamp of Batgirl returns with an exciting sci-fi action-adventure
series! By day, Domino Swift competes for fame & fortune in a worldwide motorcycle racing league. By
night, she cracks heads of rival gangs in brutal bike wars to gain possession of a rare, valuable contraband:
an engine-boosting machine narcotic known as Crush.
The acclaimed sci-fi action-adventure series MOTOR CRUSH is back for another heat! Two years have
passed in Nova Honda, the racing capital of the world, and for Domino Swift, everything has turned upside
down. How does she fit in a world without Crush? Collects MOTOR CRUSH #6-11
p.p1 {margin: 0.0px 0.0px 0.0px 0.0px; font: 12.0px Calibri; color: #000000} span.s1 {font-kerning: none}
Rigo is a young woman of her time: specifically, the time just after the collapse of Earth. After living her
whole life on a small space station orbiting the planet, the cultural norms and rules of her Californian parents
are just history to her. In between work shifts at the station air farm, Rigo explores her own desires,
developing openly polyamorous relationships with her friends and crewmates. When she starts to feel one of
those relationships change, however, Rigo must balance her new feelings with the stability of her other
relationships, as well as the hard-earned camaraderie of a small crew floating in the vastness of space. But,
as the ship motto goes, "Honesty keeps us alive."
In Diablo Lake, Tennessee, a town populated by werewolves, witches and more, magic woven deep into the
earth protects the town's secrets from outsiders. Katie Grady left Diablo Lake to get over a humiliating
breakup. But her family needs her help, so she's back, in a sublet right across the hall from the guy she's
lusted after for years. Jace Dooley is hotter than ever, and their friendship picks up along with massive
doses of grown-up chemistry. The very scent of Katie sharpens Jace's canines, makes the wolf within him
stir. There's nothing more alluring to a Pack Alpha than a sexy female who is so very in charge. She won't be
coddled, but if he plays his hand just right she might be convinced to become his. Katie presents a challenge
to Jace's wolf nature, whose chief instinct is to protect. Especially now that she's coming into the magic that
is her birthright—and suddenly Jace isn't the only one who's interested in Katie or the raw power she's just
learning to use. Editor's Note: The story continues in Diablo Lake: Protected, available soon! One-click with
confidence. This title is part of the Carina Press Romance Promise: all the romance you're looking for with an
HEA/HFN. It's a promise!
Zodiac Starforce: By the Power of Astra
The Wicked + The Divine, Vol. 8: Old Is The New New
Moonstruck (Crossbreed Series: Book 7)
Moonstruck Vol. 2: Some Enchanted Evening OGN
Secrets of Surrender
Heavy Vinyl
Lois Lane and the Friendship Challenge
Fight Like a Girl: Learning Curve Tp
Ripley found a treasure map! The Roanoke scouts are eager to hunt down what they hope might be
some kind of mystical hoard of gems and jewels, rad dinosaur bones, or maybe even more treasure
maps (that you have to piece together to find an EVEN BIGGER prize, obviously)! The adventure has
only just begun! Writers Shannon Watters and Kat Leyh (Super Cakes) and artist Dozerdraws hunt for
gold in the newest collection of stories from the New York Times bestseller and multiple Eisner Award
and GLAAD Award-winning series where the ultimate treasure is friendship! Collects Lumberjanes
#53-56.
This volume follows our band of survivors on their tragic journey in search of shelter. Characters live
and die as they brave a treacherous landscape littered with packs of the walking dead.
Billie Murphy's life is about to change. It's her 20th birthday and her final days in Paris after years of
living abroad with her father, a top US diplomat, and Billie is feeling all the feelings-saddened to
leave her friends and abuzz with anticipation about what comes next. A night of dancing, wine, and a
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chance encounter with a handsome Princeton athlete, is a near-perfect send-off. When Billie's dad
gifts her the keys to her own NYC apartment, she embraces the chance for a fresh start in a new city,
even if she has to remain under the watchful eyes of her caretaker and bodyguards, including Caleb,
who may be more than just a protector and friend. Within days of her arrival, Billie senses a change
in Caleb, who's suddenly apprehensive about her rekindled relationship with Thomas-the handsome
American, her wealthy new friends, and the beguiling (and not to mention gorgeous) Swedish family
upstairs. He's been over-protective of her since the mysterious death of her mother years ago, but
lately, he's been acting like there's more at stake than ever before. As Billie steps into an eyeopening world of wealth and secrets-where everyone may not be who they seem-she'll have to
navigate her volatile new relationships and the mysteries of her past-to find her path forward.
Moonstruck Vol. 1: Magic To BrewImage Comics
Hyper violent street harassment revenge fantasy in the style of Sailor Moon about about an average
video-game loving schoolgirl who transforms into a foul-mouthed and rage-fuelled Magical Girl when
provoked.Watch in awe as she swiftly disposes of street harassers with her impressive array of
magical weapons.Printed in fluorescent pink and blue ink on thick matte cover-stock.
A MOTHER, A FULL MOON, AND MENOPAUSE. WHAT COULD GO WRONG? The last thing that Gillian
Campbell wants is more change in her life. After all, she recently lost her business and moved to the
country. She's just trying to unpack, get her kids to eat breakfast, and successfully conquer the
school drop-off. And now her doctor is telling her that she's in menopause? What the hell? She's only
forty-two! As Gillian grapples with what she hopes will be the last big change for a while, she
discovers that she's only at the tip of the iceberg and that all those words used to describe
menopause, like 'the change' and 'transitions', were not just metaphorical.THIS IS A WEREWOLF TALE
WITH A TWIST
Modernist poets, Godly Romantics, what really happened during the fall of Rome, and the Lucifer who
was a medieval nun Also includes the delights of the WicDiv Christmas Annual and the Comedy
Special. Collects all six of THE WICKED + THE DIVINE's essential Specials including the CHRISTMAS
ANNUAL and THE FUNNIES!
As high society's social calendar opens up and the Season draws to a close, London is gripped by
fear. Someone has taken to stalking women of the night and painting the town red...in their blood.
The name on everyone's lips seems to be "Jack the Ripper" - and as a result, the name on Queen
Victoria's lips is Phantomhive. Summoned to London to clean up the mess created by this madman,
Ciel Phantomhive arrives with Sebastian, his extraordinary butler, at his side to pour him tea, polish
his silver, and...investigate a serial killer. And with the aid (and occasional interference) of a few of
the Phantomhive house's numerous acquaintances, little stands in the way of the young earl getting
to the bottom of this mystery. However, one question remains...can he handle the shattering truth
behind it?
Open Earth
Kim Reaper Vol. 1
Moonstruck Vol. 3: Troubled Waters
Wolf Mother
Snotgirl Vol. 1: Green Hair Don't Care
The Indecent Adventures of Patricia Highsmith
Yu+me Dream Omnibus Volume 1
Black Butler
Moonstruck at Midnight
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